SUS First-Year Committee Meeting
Tuesday, Mar 20, 2018 | 6:00PM-7:00PM | Ponderosa Commons Oak House, Room 1001

I. Attendance

Present: Martin, Jordyn, Jin, Sarah Li, Sarah Jiang, Vanessa, Ryan, William, Nina, Barry, Andrew, Vienna, Shabnam, Jennifer, Anthony, Kaitlin, Kaileigh, Skye, Harveen, Rachel

Guest: Julia, Emma

Regrets: Amir, Brooke, Jackie, Jerry, Monica, Stephanie, Suzanne, Vandy

II. Luxe feedback

General
- Paid $300 for building float → we should be getting it back; Vanessa/Sarah L to confirm with CUS

Positives
- Sold out tickets (overflow sold out very quickly)
- Decorations were well-organized
- Guests enjoyed themselves
- Mocktails tasted excellent
- Security was effective

Negatives
- Too much EDM, too much pop
- Nobody really knew about the photobooth
  - Solution: Ask photographers to bring personal lights
- Lack of privacy in both the EMAT room and volunteer room
  - Blackout windows to ensure privacy → especially important in EMAT
- Promotional video less successful than intended → solution: include video from previous years
- Poor communication with maintenance; expected professional cleaners to come
- Kegs (belonging to the ESC) were stolen during the event

Things to change for next year
- Separate volunteer and operations rooms
- More efficient way to get volunteers in, and volunteer room closer to entrance
- Tier tickets → early bird / regular / overflow
- Consider changing venue → potentially Great Hall to increase capacity?
III. Nuggets @ Noon / Science Week 2.0 event
   - We no longer have Ladha on the evening of April 5th (BIOSOC booked ALSSC from)
   - Two options:
     - Do a daytime event on April 5th
     - Do the same event on the evening
   - Decision: Daytime on April 5th (12-3pm) → same event logistics
   - Small games and poker game (feature)
     - The more games you play, the more nuggets you get
     - Keep track of nuggets by stamp cards (max out @ 10)
   - Marketing description has been completed
   - Cover photo will be completed and sent to Marketing tonight
   - Budget: $500
   - Decision made to get Taiwanese nuggets
     - Could get food from Pearl Fever, or Memory Corner in Richmond

IV. Easter pop-up cafe
   - Tuesday March 27th, 12:30-2:30
   - Event page is now live
     - ACTION: invite your friends and say you’re going
     - Thunderclap the night before
   - Sign up will be posted in the group soon
     - ACTION: Sign up for shifts, even if you’re involved with Nuggets @ Noon
   - Potentially book porch to hand out Cadbury eggs etc. and encourage people to come upstairs
   - Budget: $500
V. Retreat
- Poll will be made for dates
- It is likely that there will be free food
- Please come! It will be fun and a good chance to celebrate our achievements!

VI. Small group discussion